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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

Andrews Tavern with its complex of outbuildings is located along a country road in rural 
Spotsylvania County. The house is a small, two-story, four-bay block built early in the 
nineteenth century, with a two-story frame tavern wing added to the north end in the 
middle of the nineteenth century. 

The original portion of the building is built of brick laid in Flemish bond on the front 
(west) and in three-course American bond on the ends and rear. All of the windows have 
six-over-nine or nine-over-nine sash; the first-floor openings are embellished with 
stuccoed jack arches with keystones, while the second-floor windows . all have rowlock 
lintels. Early louvred blinds with original shutter stays frame all of the windows and 
doors. Exterior end chimneys bracket the house, and the roof is covered with standing
seam sheet metal. and has a box cornice. The present covering is a 1930s replacement 
of a wood-shingle roof; th~ one-story porch sheltering the western and southern sides 
of the house also dates from that period. 

The two-story frame wing was built shortly before 1848 to serve as a tavern and has no 
interior communication with the dwelling. Three bays long, it is clad with plain 
weatherboards and has a shallow gable roof, also covered with standing-seam sheet metal. 
Six-over-six sash are used in all of the windows. A two-story gallery with square piers 
and a plain balustrade stretches across the front and with the unadorned side-and transom 
light doorway, provides the only visual interest of the exterior. The present north 
exterior brick chimney is a modern one, replacing three earlier chimneys. 1 

. . I 

· .The original portion of Andrews Tavern represents an unusually late use of the hall- I 
,.parlor plan, a survival sometimes found in humbler nineteenth-century Piedmont houses 
· but rarely in a house of such quality. One enters the southern, or smaller, of the two 

rooms. The closed, straight-run stairs rise from the back of the house to the front 
in the northern room, but can be entered from either one. The northern room has been 
divided longitudinally by a light partition, installed in the 1930s, which intersects 
with the original mantel without damaging it. 

The southern room is decorated with recessed-panel wainscoting with a pedestal-type 
chair rail and a handsome mantel. · This consists of symmetrically molded pilasters 
supporting an entablature with a plain frieze, elliptical reeded sunburst paterae in 
the entablature blocks and central tablet, and a cornice with deeply cut, separate 
reedings and gouged work along the fascia of the shelf. On the partition door remains 
a portion of original graining. 

Similar wainscoting is used in the north room. The mantel here, though intersected by 
the modern wall, is clearly visible on both sides. Fluted Roman Doric pilasters support 
an · entablature like that of the south-room mantel, except that the paterae are rectan
gular and fluted, and diamond-shaped frets are substituted for the deep reeding of the 
cornice. 

The same pattern is repeated in the two upstairs mantels, again with the paterae and 
cornice varied. In the south room, the paterae are lozenge-shaped with reeding running in 
the direction of their long axes, and the cornice is vertically reeded. In the north 
room, the paterae are elliptical with reeding again running in the direction of their 
long axes, and the cornice is reeded diagonally. 

The frame wing, which has a single-pile, central-passage plan, is decorated h 
(See continuation sheet #1) t roughout 
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with very plain Greek Revival trim. The most notable feature is the open-string, open
well stair with its undulating sawn brackets, two square balusters to a tread, oval 
handrail, and fluted octagonal newel. 

Several nineteenth- and twentieth-century farm buildings survive. The most interesting 
is a one-story, board-and-batten, nineteenth-century store building with a three-bay, 
gable -end entrance. There is also a diamond-notched log building in such a dilapidated 
state that it cannot be identified. 

DW 

The ninety-five acres being nominated provide an open, naturally bounded setting 
for Andrews Tavern and its outbuildings and comprise only a part of the large tract 
of land on which the complex is situated. 

GPO 692 4 55 
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Andrews Tavern is a picturesque and well-preserved example of the structures that were 
important to tqe life of a rural .community in the nineteenth century. Serving at various 
times as an ordinary, a school, a post office, a polling place, as well as a residence, 
the structure was the focal point of local social and political . activity. In addition 
to its social significance, the house,with its handsome masonry details, well-executed 
woodwork, and hall-parlor plan, is a model of the Federal-period provincial architecture 
found in Piedmont Virginia. Conspicuously located adjacent to a county road amid a 
cluster of outbuildings, the structure remains a familiar landmark ~f the st{ll-rural 
Spotsylvania County. 

The Andrews family came to the area in the late eighteenth century and began to accumulate 
land. John Andrews (d. 1802) is reputed to have built the brick portion of the house, but 
architectural evidence suggests that it probably was erected by his son Samuel Andrews 
(1794-1871) soon after he reached his majority in 1815. Samuel Andrews began to add to 
his landholdings when he came of age and built his fortune through a lifetime of land 
trading and commercial ventures. Sometime before 1848 (when the neighborhood was first 
referred to in documents as "Andrews Taverrl', rather than simply as "Andrews") the 
proprietor built the frame wing and began his tavern business. Even before that time 
a school had been kept at Andrews, and it had been used as a polling place. In 1842 a 
post office was established there with Samuel Andrews as postmaster. It continued to 

- operate as a United States post office until 1860, served until 1865 as a Confederate 
post office, and was discontinued in that year. It was reopened in 1885 and finally 
closed in 1917. 

After Samuel Andrews died in 1871, Horace Cammack, his nephew by marriage, purchased the 
property and later became the postmaster as well. Andrews Tavern was sold out of the 
family in 1901, with two of the later owners each holding title at two different times. 
It passed through a succession of owners and was purchased in 1967 by Robert E. Taylor, 
Sr. and later transferred to his son, Robert E. Taylor, Jr. 

DTU 
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ACREAGE OF NOMINATED PROPERTY 95 acres 
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION 

The acreage comprising the property of Andrews Tavern is bounded by a line beginning at 
a point on the eas·t side of State Route 601, 1200 feet from the intersection of State 
Routes 601 and 208; thence extending 600 feet northeastward in a straight line; thence 
extending 700 ·feet in a straight line north northeastward; then extending 400 feet west; 
in a straight line; then roughly following the tree line 2900 feet to a point on the wes t 
side of State Rout·e 601; then following the tree line and contour lines for 4000 feet ,-to 
the point of origin. 

LIST ALL STATES AND COUNTIES FOR PROPERTIES OVERLAPPING STATE OR COUNTY BOUNDARIES 
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As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the .National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 8 9-665). I 
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